SeGMo meets Labview
Efficiently automating measuring and test systems
with positioning drives using plug-and-play

Complex technical products leave production calibrated and
fully tested. These days measurement and calibration must
be undertaken efficiently, which is usually only possible with
automated equipment. The advantages compared to manual
methods are increased measuring accuracy, the reliable acquisition and storage of the data, and the immediate availability of the results.
The measurement of physical systems using sensors or actuators is the domain of LabVIEW from National Instruments.
The system development software is used in applications
that require fast hardware access to measurement and test
data acquired and is therefore perfect for Lenord + Bauer.
Our engineers automate equipment using LabVIEW and
our own positioning system. Our positioning drives in the
SeGMo series form the basis for the automated solutions;
these drives adjust each test station to suit the related test
or measurement.
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